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Majestic Coin
Legal Disclaimer

The presentation shown in this document is a presentation and does not imply elements of 
establishing any contractual relationships.  The purpose of this paper is to provide relevant 
information to potential coin holders in order to enable them to determine if they would like 
to participate in our coin sale.  The Majestic Paper (Whitepaper) does not constitute the 
solicitation of an offer to sell or an offer to purchase securities in any jurisdiction, where such 
offers or solicitations are unlawful.  The Majestic Coin pre-sale for residents of the United 
States are available to accredited investors only. 

Majestic Coin is not a security coin and their owners are not shareholders, in the event that this 
coin will be classified as a security, it may be subject to certain restrictions imposed by your 
country of residence.
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The
Overview

The purpose of this whitepaper is to set a streamlined vision for expansion and creation of
Majestic Coin in the African, Asian, and European markets. This document will outline the
feasibility of implementing the exact structure, eco-system and vision of Majestic Coin in
the crypto world. This document will provide the solution in a volatile market, thus proving
to be a one of a kind coin. This paper is not all encompassing, rather merely a start to write
down a road map to success. The guarantee of that success will be through execution,
adaptability and confidence to make the plan unbreakable.
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The
Introduction

Gone are the days of trusting in banks, fiat 
currency and the like. We are in a time period 
unlike any other. We are essentially in a revolution. 
There is a moving train and the brakes don’t work. 

Banks have tried to stop this movement, 
governments have tried to stop this force, but 
this train can’t be stopped. This train is moving 
full steam headed by the little guy. 

The little guy is winning, the little guy is millions 
of people globally who have decided that their 
financial future should not be controlled by the 
select few. The little guy is you.

We are certainly in a new age, and a new age 
requires new reformation, new perspective,
and new action. The way we see money, or even 
view money is changing. This brand new world 

of cryptocurrency is turning the financial industry 
on its head. Seasoned bankersare scratching 
their scalps trying to understand a millennial 
language. 

What is Bitcoin, or Etherum, or DogeCoin? 
How could a meme coin create a wave of new 
millionaires? What is a coin anyway, and what 
does it look like? Indeed we are in a revolution, 
where one can have money without ever holding 
it. 

We live in a time when the average Joe or Jane 
can create their own currency, and the masses 
are buying it! 

Flash in the pan millionaires are threatening the 
whales, finally the plankton are winning!
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Enter Majestic Coin. 
The Majestic coin is simply... majestic. The creme de le creme, the corps de elite, 
the caviar of crypto, it’s the future. The vision of Majestic Coin is grandiose, but not 
unrealistic, futuristic yet simplistic. Give the people a coin that has real value, and
give it to them now. Raise thy royal middle finger and give the big banks the salute 
they deserve! We are talking about complete financial freedom. That‘s our vision. No 
pump and dumps, no overly-hyped technical jargon that only coders understand. 
This coin will stand the test of time because it is backed by something that trans-
cends all fiat history. What was past will sustain the future, and our future is bright, its 
majestic! We are talking about transactional currency which was the original aim of 
the creation of cryptocurrency. We are not just a speculative coin for investing, rather 
a true currency to transact freely from banking oversight anywhere and anytime. We 
are talking peer to peer, b2b, b2c, humans to aliens...yes even aliens. So what gives 
us complete confidence that this coin will be the superior cryptocurrency? I‘m glad 
you asked.

Creme de le creme, corps de elite, the 
caviar of crypto. This is the future.
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The Vault

The Majestic Coin finds its true value in hard assets, and in this 
case precious minerals, and precious mineral lands. We have 
strategically brokered relationships for the last 6 years to give 
the Majestic Coin a true currency value that will be sustained 
despite the volatility of fiat or crypto markets. Mineral rich lands 
have been bought and acquired for the creation of a one of 
a kind currency, and instead of hoarding billions of dollars 
worth of real estate and squatting, we decided to share the 
wealth with the people. We are taking our government awarded 
concessions and creating a revolution! Finally a crypto currency 
backed by the good stuff. Gold, diamonds, rubies, sapphires, 
uranium and a plethora more of minerals are the backing power 
of Majestic Coin.

The Majestic Coin currently has over 400,000 hectares of 
mineral rich land. That’s 4,000 square kilometers or 2.2x the 
size of London, and our numbers are growing. Government 
awarded and appraised mining concessions from the Nile 
to the Congo is being used not only to create a new coin, 
but a new way of living for many miners and farmers in their 
respective countries. On top of having our own land and 
licenses, we have partnered with over a consortium of 500 
miners to work in tandem for the creation of this coin.

Concession owners who contribute their land for the coin 
receive coins in return, and they are able to finance their own 
mining projects by simply using the wealth that‘s under their
feet. Ingenious! Far too long the global gangsters have looted 
Africa and left the people with holes in their pockets and war-
torn lands.

What rises out of the dust is the cell phones in your hands from 
rich cobalt and colton lands, yet the people are left starving 
and wanting. We have taken the initiative to bring financial 
justice, and justice always prevails. Righting wrongs that have 
been perpetuated for years, not voiceless pleas that fall on iron 
ears, but by changing the game completely. Through the long 
and arduous process of educating the people, educating the 
little guys, we have created a unified scholar. 

Arm in arm we are linked with millions of people tired of the 
tyranny of self absorbed maniacs, controlling our pockets, 
controlling our banks, controlling our food and controlling 
our future. We have thrown our collective assets in the pot, 
sacrificing land and pride to create a new tomorrow. In the end 
WE WIN.

The Majestic Coin opening market cap is valued at 1 billion 
dollars on an evaluation of just one of our concessions 
totaling 67 hectares. This isn‘t even a sliver of our overall total. 
Strategically, the Majestic coin team will infuse minerals and 
land every 30 days behind the  coin thus raising its value. By 
doing so we will eliminate the pump and dump players, and 
will always maintain a strong financial floor price. For the 
Majestic Coin, upwards is the only direction to go. In addition 
to the adage of assets on a periodic schedule, we will burn a 
percentage of uncirculated coins, thus continually increasing 
the value of Majestic Coin .

Our intention is to give out space boots to as many Majestic 
Freaks as possible because our next stop is the moon!
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iOS/Android
Majestic Wallet

For every great treasure there must be a safe treasury. There must be security without fail and full assurance that the 

one in control of that treasury is the owner of that treasure. The Majestic Wallet is created for one purpose, complete 

freedom from the current banking system. We are putting all the power in your hand, and now you become your own 

Decentralized bank. No more intermediaries who can freeze your account at whim, no lending out your money every 

time you deposit funds, no more subjection to a system that can care less about you. With the Majestic Wallet you 

can store more than 60 crypto currencies including the Majestic Coin. Majestic users will have the peace of mind of 

transferring amongst themselves with no gas fee. The power of choice has never been greater.

The chief problem with crypto currency is the ease of 

converting fiat to crypto in large sums without creating alarms 

with your current banksters. Banks are still at odds with 

crypto investments, and do their very best to discourage or 

even block transactions to crypto platforms. We are changing 

the game. Majestic Wallet has its own on-boarding ramp 

that allows any client to easily purchase Majestic coin. With 

Majestic Wallet, Majestic users can do wire transfers directly 

with our unique onboard fiat to crypto ramp. Whether you are 

in Asia, North America, India or Africa you can now start the 

process of becoming your own banker by converting your 

cash to the new premier currency; the Majestic Coin.

Solved.
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Yield
Stake and Rake

Earn money anywhere, anytime. Stake MJT and earn! More 
power to the people!
In addition to having your own bank, Majestic Wallet allows the option for users to stake the Majestic Coin and earn a 
high yield for holding down the fort! Staking is simply holding a crypto for a period of time and getting interest for doing 
so! Therefore, instead of just holding your money in Majestic Wallet, you can stake it for a time and earn rewards on your 
unused money. Power to the people!
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Spend Wisely
Visa and MasterCard Debit Card

Having the ability to spend your Majestic Coin freely is 
the separating factor between our Coin and Wallet and 
others on the market.

Have you ever asked yourself, How can I change the world? Have you ever wondered if your life would leave a legacy, 

a footprint for history to follow? Have you ever wanted to be part of something greater than yourself and create a 

generational change? If you are reading this, seeing this, then you are called to be part of that integral force. A force 

to be reckoned with. We are one universal consciousness on the edge of change. We have the power in numbers 

to exit a corrupt system and create a new tomorrow. We are breaking out the womb of a prefabricated matrix, free 

falling toward liberty. Majetic Coin is more than a currency, it is a prophetic picture of a new way of living. It is an 

omen to the power that be, that change is here and we are taking it by force. A new kingdom is rising, a generation 

full of generals marching in unity. We are the change, we are the future, we are Majestic Coin!

All users can order their very own visa debit or mastercard 

and use their Majestic Coin just like any other global fiat 

currency. You can withdraw funds, pay for meals, even 

go on a shopping spree.  We are bringing the comfort of 

banking tools to our users without the bankers. You’re 

welcome!
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Think bigger.

Nelson Mandela

„

„ Sometimes, it falls upon a 
generation to be great. You 
can be that great generation. 
Let your greatness blossom
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20

22
Majestic Coin
Project Roadmap

September

September

October

November

November

2021

iHeart Radio interview completed - listen at mjtcoin.io/iheartradio

Public crowdfunding starts for general public

Majestic Wallet releases for iOS and Google Play for public access to buy/sell coins.

Majestic Coin Conference at the Dubai World Expo 2020 in Dubai. Details coming soon.

Launch of mjtcoin.io, private presale, online dashboard, and development of the Majestic Wallet for 
iOS and Android.

November Majestic Coin Airdrop - Available to the first 10,000 wallet downloaders. Receive MJT coins for free!

November Majestic Coin Public Pre-Sale

2022

February Majestic Coin Smart Chain Announced - UAE-Africa Blockchain Summit, Dubai

20
21
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Kwame Nkrumah

Independence is only the 
prelude to a new and more 
involved struggle for the right 
to conduct our own economic 
and social affairs.

„

„
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